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verything is bigger
in the tropics, or so
it seems. The crabs, the
woodpeckers, even the
beak of a hummingbird.
Nearly 30 years ago I
had a short-lived, but
well-loved spin at a
Caribbean life and there
are certain things I
remember from my days
on St. John that came
right back to me when I
arrived on the beautiful
island of the Dominican
Republic and some were
memorable because
of their size (fun fact,
Winter and son Zack
our own shuttle driver,
Pedro, claims the DR
as his home country). First there are the tall Tamarind trees
with their feathery leaves and long pea-like seed pods (up to
7”) hanging down low. Next are the termite nests scaling up
trees until becoming an enormous round mound of seething
activity, and finally the black sea urchins whose spines can
reach almost 16 inches. Even more memorable, and quite
divine, I might add, was the feel of the island air on my skin.
I don’t mean the sweaty muggy air that is part of every
Caribbean day, but the fresh, cool, salt scented air
that massages your skin. And of course, there’s
the sublime feeling of the water. If you
can call sea water silky then
I’m doing it. For me,
that’s the best
adjective
to describe
being enveloped
Black-bellied Plover
by the calm, turquoise, tropical water
(Pluvialis squatarola)
characteristic of the Caribbean Sea.
Trude Hurd
I saw and HEARD lots of different birds
while on the island. Some I had seen
before, but a few were life listers which

is exciting (for a bird
nerd anyways). Back
here at home, as the
dog days of summer
approach, birds will
begin disappearing,
or will they? We don’t
see as many birds as
the days heat up (and
those we do see often
look bedraggled) and
the typical morning
avian chorus on the
trails wanes. The local
residents are still
around, but they keep
a low profile while
their bodies transform
through the process of
feather replacement.
Birds spend a lot of time tending to their feathers, since their
lives literally depend on them. They preen, bath, and dust,
but even with all this concentrated attention, they can’t
prevent the feathers from wearing out. After breeding, the
molting season kicks in, prompting major changes in both
their appearance and behavior. Because feathers wear out
from physical abrasion and bleaching from the sun all birds
molt to survive. The molting process, which can last from
as little as 2 weeks for birds such as pelicans or take up to
six months depending on the species, is an exhaustive
experience as it takes a lot of energy to build new
feathers. As a result, timing is important—and birds
typically time their molts to avoid other periods of
high energy demands, such as nesting or migration.
Some birds like hawks and hummingbirds
undergo one molt per year. Others
like warblers and tanagers
go through one
complete and
one partial
molt before
the breeding season.
Black-bellied Plover
in Molting Plumage
Birds that partially molt shed
Trude Hurd
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their feathers just after nesting returning to their most basic
plumage. Then before the next breeding period they lose just
some of their feathers and grow back new ones. Finally, some
birds who live in harsh environments (where they experience
significant wear and tear on their feathers) endure two molts a
year. No matter how many times, while the birds are growing
their new feathers they aren’t as mobile and therefore
particularly vulnerable to predators. So they hunker and they
hide, becoming secretive and silent while waiting for the gaps
to fill in. Once the undertaking is complete, the birds emerge
with an entirely new set of feathers and are prepared for their
next journey.
A few weeks back our interpretive team was working alongside
Crystal Cove Conservancy educators enjoying the park with
our summer campers. Amongst the many fun activities were
exploring the tidepools, searching for natures treasures
on the shoreline while using the MPA scavenger hunt, and
dissecting a squid. Some of the kids were totally captivated
whereas others were, not surprisingly, grossed out. Somehow,

I missed out on the frog dissection back in high school biology
(intentionally missed out, if I recall), but at this stage in my life
I fell in with the captivated kids. Educator Holly handed out
identification charts and instructed us to locate specific body
parts for the squid which was displayed on a tray in front of
each student. We examined the squishy cephalopod, looking
closely at the tentacles, siphon, and beak. We determined if
our specimen was male or female (females have transparent
ovaries which look like jelly) and removed the hard seed-like
lens from the eyeball. We looked at the gills and scratched
the mantle to release the chromatophores (pigment cells on
the body surface that change color when a squid is hungry,
angry, scared, or communicating) which caused the color to
get darker. Finally, we removed the pen, the feather-shaped
internal shell that supports the squid’s mantle and serves as
a protective barrier for the internal organs, and dipped it in
the ink like an old-fashioned quill. Some kids drew a picture
whereas others wrote their names. Pretty cool stuff. As we
were preparing for this fascinating project, educator Erick
shared that Squidward, as seen on SpongeBob SquarePants,
was actually not a squid at all, but rather an octopus. To those
in the know this masquerade was evident because Squidward
Q. Tentacle, SpongeBobs grouchy neighbor, has the traits of
an octopus including a round bulbous head and rectangular
pupils while squid have long triangular heads with circular
eyes. Allegedly, creator Stephen Hillenburg named him
Squidward because “Octoward” sounded too weird. Fun TV
trivia.
Our summer camp kids come from the Santa Ana Police
Activities and Athletics League (PAAL,) an agency we have
partnered with for several years. We always enjoy interacting
with this group most who wouldn’t have the chance to spend
time at the beach, in green spaces, or outside in nature. And
so, the summer partnership between PAAL, state parks, and
the Crystal Cove Conservancy is invaluable. For those of us in
the field, it’s no surprise that nature is considered a panacea for
many issues and should be available for all people. Governor
Newsom and other high ranking state officials evidently
concur and last month the Governor signed legislation to
advance the state’s commitment to equitable access to
California State Parks. AB 148 establishes the California State
Park Adventure Pass, a three-year pilot program that waives
day-use entrance fees to 19 state parks (CCSP is not one of the
parks) for fourth graders and their families for a full year. Earlier
this month, the Governor also signed SB 129, legislation that
includes $5.6 million to fund the new State Park Adventure
Pass as well as $3 million to establish the State Library Park
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Pass, a new two-year
pilot program to
provide state park
passes to libraries
across the state that
may be checked out
by library patrons
to gain free day-use
access to state parks.
All of these efforts
come on the heels of
the 2019 Pathways
To Parks initiative,
launched by First Partner Jennifer Siebel Newsom and the
California State Parks Foundation which is intended to bridge
the nature gap, expand park access for California youth, and
highlight the importance of increasing access to the outdoors
as a public health solution. Studies have shown that access
to parks and greenspace can lead to improvements in the
physical well-being, social emotional learning, and academic
outcomes of children. According to a recent report 70% of
low-income communities across the country live in naturedeprived areas. In both my personal and professional opinion,
I firmly believe that more green spaces, more fresh air, and
more natural stimuli equal less stress and more joy. Kudos
to all parties involved
who championed these
worthy and potentially
life changing programs.
Hopefully these new
measures to improve
access to our parks will
also have a stewardship
effect on our visitors.
With California Coastal
Cleanup Day scheduled
for September 18
perhaps we will have a
new crew of volunteers
helping pick up trash
along the beaches, on
the trails, and even in the parking lots. At this annual event,
sponsored by the California Coastal Commission, we talk a lot
about recycling, re-using, reducing, upcycling, downsizing
etc. While watching the Olympics, I was thrilled to learn of
an innovative way of re-using smartphones and laptops

that have outlived their shelf life. Named the “Tokyo Medal
Project” the campaign called on the public to donate obsolete
electronic gadgets. The project capitalized on the fact that
billions worth of precious metals such as gold and silver are
discarded annually simply because people dump or burn their
devices instead of ensuring they are properly collected and
recycled. In just two years the successful campaign collected
enough material to produce about 5,000 bronze, silver, and
gold medals for the 2020 Tokyo Olympics. Using recycled
electronics for the medals is just one way the event organizers
worked to minimize their environmental footprint. Other
eco practices included using lightweight recycled cardboard
beds for the athletes’ sleeping quarters and mattresses that
can be recycled after use, using autonomous electric cars
to transport athletes around the Olympic Village, and using
recycled construction debris for the Olympic torches. While
the Japanese were the first to make all the Olympic medals out
of recycled material, the concept is not new. In the Rio 2016
Olympic Games, 30% of the sterling silver to make the gold
and silver medals was obtained from recycled materials such
as car parts and mirror surfaces. As the games move forward it
is expected that the 2024 games in Paris will yield even more
environmental surprises with an eye out for sustainability on a
large global scale.
It’s only mid-August, but schools throughout the state are
already back in session. It’s crazy to think that this “rite of
passage” is starting earlier and earlier. Some schools even
begin in July! I am hopeful that once again kids will enjoy
Crystal Cove State Park on a guided field trip (our team is
pumped up and ready to share our passion for the park).
We created so many engaging projects during the height
of the pandemic and are thrilled that they will live on (see
for yourself at Bringing The Parks To You Online and Online
Summer Activities ) but no digital material can ever replace
the experience of smelling the salt air, putting your toes in the
sand, and seeing the unparalleled beauty of the backcountry
or the coastline at this California State Park. As Yawar Baig
wrote:

“Teaching is not about answering questions
but about raising questions – opening doors
for children in places they could not imagine”
See you in the Park!

Winter

